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Knowledge  
 Studying theatre performer skills and conventions in line with NC links for vocal 
interpretation and movement to develop communication on stage.  

 Studying characterisation and improvisation skills and the effects in line with NC. 

 Stimulus and devising work with improvisation interpretation. Plot development. 
NC link. 
 Styles of theatre and meaning. Link to NC with alternative styles and meaning.  

 Link to NC with alternative styles and meaning, as well as script work to generate 
language use and meaning. 

 Pupils will be looking at defining skills in rehearsal and performance during every 
lesson which forms the main aspects of the NC for Drama within English.  

Skills 
In Year 8 Drama pupils will be learning new skills and techniques of theatre and performance, as well as 
developing and honing their skills learnt from the last year. They will be recapping on previous skills 
learnt in year 7 to embed and enhance the use and knowledge of these prior skills. Character 
development through movement and vocal skills, linked to both a stimulus performance work and 
themed contexts as well as scripted work, will also be developed through role play, rehearsal and 
improvisation activities.  

Cross Curricular and Curriculum Enrichment Opportunities: STEM 
Literacy: evaluation and analysis on white boards during consolidate of lessons. Script 
reading, ROW, resources linked to writing and reading. 
Speaking and listening: evaluation, analysing, critique, feedback and self and peer 
assessment.  Resources linked to speaking and listening. 
Numeracy: proxemic distances, stage areas, blocking and positioning. Shapes and form 
building.   
Links with History/PSHE/English. 
 

The Bigger Picture… 

 Build on work done and prior skills learnt in Y7, develop skills in theatre and 
performance styles to support development at KS3 Year 9.  
 Role play and skills and techniques building as per the National Curriculum Drama 
section of English.   

 1st half term  
 

2nd half term  
 

3rd half term  4th half term  5th half term  6th half term  

Knowledge and 
Knowledge 
Extension 
 
 

Our Day Out 
Voice and movement skills 
for character 
development. Sustaining a 
role and performing from 
script 
Main theatre 
skills/performer skills.  
Stimuli performance work 
and development 
techniques. 

Gang Culture 
Developing understanding 
of culture background. 
Joint enterprise, cuckooing 
and initiation as well as 
why people join gangs and 
profiling. 
Voice and movement skills 
embedded for characters. 
Sustaining a role and 
devising from stimulus.  

Bills New Frock 
Developing an 
understanding and 
knowledge of the stigma 
and difficulties in gender 
identity in today’s society. 
As with each SOW there is 
a main focus on performer 
skill development. Choral 
work, theatre styles and 
thought tracks. 
 

Girls Like That 
Stimulus work, script 
creation and devising.  
Character development 
and hot-seating.  
Spatial distancing 
proxemics, sound collage 
and verbatim theatre style 
and educational theatre 
style. 

Hillsborough Disaster 
Empathy is a key drama 
skill looked at here, 
considering how to use 
key voice and movement 
skills to show it 
successfully for realism as 
well for reporting. 
Narration,  mime and 
physical theatre using 
montage.   
 

Theatre in Education 
Pupils will have a whole 
SOW on this style. This 
style is used a lot in KS4 
and GCSE. Introduction to 
some basic Brechtian 
techniques with Epic 
theatre practitioner 
methods.  
 

Building on 
 
 
 
 

Using scripts and video 
extracts pupils will use and 
develop improvisation 
skills in more detail. They 
will develop voice and 
movement skills for 
detailed character 
portrayal and enhance 

Pupils will continue to 
build on their use of 
character movement skills 
to develop character 
portrayal for believability 
and empathy. Using styles 
such as advert theatre and 
theatre in education pupils 

Using scripts and other off 
text stimuli such as clips 
and dialogue to develop 
plot creating, 
improvisation and 
language use. Advert 
theatre and juxtaposition 
will help develop devising 

Using scripts and other off 
text stimuli such as clips 
and dialogue to develop 
plot creating, 
improvisation and 
language use. The 
verbatim theatre style as 
well as TIE style of theatre 

Main performer 
movement and vocal skills 
used with more 
understanding and 
confidence and to support 
better empathy in role. 
Using mime and physical 
theatre to create realism 

Pupils will understand 
what TIE is and its key 
features and will 
understand what is meant 
by ‘target audience’. 
Pupils will look in detail at 
character development 
techniques such as hot-



their techniques 
knowledge using cross 
cutting, flashback and 
flashforward to develop 
characters and plot in 
more detail. Using both off 
text video and on text 
stimulus work and ROW to 
devise and perform. 

will learn how to perform 
to audiences in different 
ways and deliver their 
message. Marking the 
moment techniques will 
be introduced and pupils 
will learn some basic stage 
combat moves to perform 
and stage fight scenes with 
both safety and realism. 
Cross cutting to move 
between time and places 
on stage as well as 
narration will be 
developed. Romeo and 
Juliet Shakespeare link 
lesson looking at stage 
combat, Shakespearean 
language and plot. 

skills and style as well as 
using character 
development techniques 
such as thought track and 
voices in the head. The use 
of techniques such as 
soundscape and vocal use 
using choral work will 
support greater 
performance work here. 
Movement skills used in 
more detail for script 
roles. Use of main 
performer skills will be 
developed in more depth.  

will be used to develop 
knowledge of performance 
styles. Character 
development techniques 
such as thought track and 
voices in the head and 
ROW. The use of 
techniques such as 
proxemics to learn how to 
consider distances on 
stage to show 
relationships, as well as 
developing use and 
understanding of sound 
college to create 
environment using key 
vocal skills and 
soundscape.  

for their audience as well 
as believability in what 
happened. Vocal skills will 
be developed in more 
depth for reporting and 
well as for narration. 
Building on prior character 
development techniques 
such as mark the moment 
with thought track and 
freeze frame. Pupils will 
again be performing from 
stimulus in the form of 
clips, images and 
headlines. 

seating, conscience alley 
thought tracking, cross 
cutting, flashforward and 
ROW.  Pupils will develop 
knowledge of different 
ways improvisation such 
as spontaneous and 
polished improvisation. 
Revisiting the advert 
theatre style and using 
different stimuli to devise 
from to create and tell 
clear messages. Breaking 
the fourth wall as Brecht 
does in his methods, will 
be used to address an 
audience directly under 
this style. 

Assessment 
 
 
 
 

Peer. Self and teacher 
verbal feedback. 
Performance work 
analysed and evaluated 
using outcomes. All pupils 
perform their work.  

Peer. Self and teacher 
verbal feedback. 
Performance work 
analysed and evaluated 
using outcomes. All pupils 
perform their work.  

Peer. Self and teacher 
verbal feedback. 
Performance work 
analysed and evaluated 
using outcomes. All pupils 
perform their work.  

Peer. Self and teacher 
verbal feedback. 
Performance work 
analysed and evaluated 
using outcomes. All pupils 
perform their work.  

Peer. Self and teacher 
verbal feedback. 
Performance work 
analysed and evaluated 
using outcomes. All pupils 
perform their work.  

Peer. Self and teacher 
verbal feedback. 
Performance work 
analysed and evaluated 
using outcomes. All pupils 
perform their work.  

 


